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Abstract: Creating personalized photo-realistic talking head models or that are able to generate reliable video sequences that 

represent facial expressions and mimics of an individual. In this research, we provide an idea for creating talking head models 

with short time taken for training and only a couple of photos (so-called several shot learning). Deep learning techniques have 

become common place recently resulting in the generation of very realistic fake faces, raising about their possible abuse in 

different fields. A deep neural network architecture that combines content and trace feature extractors is used in this study to 

present a unique method for identifying and exposing fraudulent faces. Actually, our system can produce an acceptable result after 

learning from just one photo (one-shot learning) and adding a few more photos to improves the personalization’s quality. 

According to this, our design talking heads are deep ConvNets that directly generate video frames through a series of 

convolutional neural networks rather than by warping them. A technology when dealing with few-shot capabilities is what we give 

us. It does extensive meta-learning on a huge dataset. The content extractor focuses on extracting high level semantic information 

and determining patterns that can tell real face characteristics apart from false ones. At the same time, the data extraction explores 

minute imperfections and discrepancies in facial patterns through the advantage of the trace left behind the generating process. 

 

Index Terms - Deep Learning, Fake Faces, Convolutional Neural Network, Detection 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Deep Learning is also called as the deep structural learning which is part of a border family of the machine learning methods. 

Learning can be of supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. Deep learning Applications which 

are emerged as the Deepfake. Deepfake which allows for the automatic generation of creating the fake video content by using and 

Deep fake technology. Deepfake technology is a controversial technology which has many wide-reaching issues which has 

impacted the society for e.g., election biasing, cyber bullying. In this project we have proposed an integrated system with face 

forensic model which mashes up the conventional image forensic approach and the fake face image forensic approach. The 

system where we can detect and manipulated or altered the media with convolutional approaches. Convolutional neural networks 

are containing of two types that is a feature extractor and the trace features from a face images. The feature extractors are trained 

by transferring and fine-tuning models to the pretrained object recognition model. The extracted features are specialized to 

represent various contents in the face. The feature extractor are based on the local relationship between neighboring pixels by 

applying the multi-channel constrained convolution. This is an extended version of the single channel constrained convolution. 

The input images to be obtain the content excluded image and extract the features hierarchically. When the content is excluded, 

the color and the contrast of original image will get disappeared, leaving the outlines and some traces which verify the fake face 

detection performance of the model, we conducted experiments with facial image datasets manipulated by Deep fake and 

Face2Face algorithms. The model shows the higher detection accuracy and robustness of various video compression levels than 

the existing base line models. The technology that can create believable videos of speech expressions and mimic of an individual 

in the creation of customized photo-realistic talking head models. More particularly, we have thought about the challenging 

process of creating photo-realistic individualized head pictures from a collection of facial landmarks, which has been used to drive 

the model’s motion. Such a capability has real-world uses in the telepresence, such as videoconferencing and multiplayer gaming, 

in addition to the special effects industry. 
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II. DEEP FAKE CREATION 

Fake Face Creation is identified as the highly realistic human head images generated when training the Convolutional Neural 

Networks are known as fake faces. These tasks must be performed to train large dataset for one person in need to produce the 

customized talking head models. However, in many real-world circumstances. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Fake Creation 

 

III. DEEP FAKE DETECTION 

The basic architecture is to produce deepfake is encoder-decode architecture, where the encoder acquires target and the source 

face, and the decoder is to get encoding target face and then generate face video. Using high level processing, and the leftovers are 

removed but still few traces are left which are not visible by naked eye. These leftovers traces are the key features of our detection 

model. This model comprises of incetionResnetV2 for feature extraction. These features are used to train a recurrent neural 

network to analysis if the video has been put through manipulation or not. Only a small portion of video is manipulated which 

means the deepfakes are shorter in time, therefore, the video is spilt into small frames and these frames are given to input detection 

model. 

 

 
Figure 2. Block Diagram of Fake Detection 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Jee-Young Sun, Seung-Wook [1] Using comparatively basic handmade characteristics determined by two different order 

statistics, a paper that used Contrast Enhancement (CE) forensic methods may be done, although these techniques have trouble 

spotting contemporary counter forensics assaults. The Gray-level Co-Occurrences Matrix (GLCM), which provides traceable 

characteristics for CE forensics, is introduced into CNN in this study to assist in the process. The experimental findings shows 

that the suggested strategy, especially when dealing with counter-forensic attacks, outperforms traditional forensics methods in 

terms of forgery detection accuracy, the alternate and the more recent techniques can be used to generate the present generation of 

computer vision technology for fake faces.  

A. Bromme, C. Busch, A.Dantcheva, C. Rathgeb, A.Uhl [2] Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and a set of the CNN based system that 

are to be considered. For this system we have used CNN and the CNN architecture are AlexNet, VGG19, ResNet50, Xception, 

and GoogleNet/Inceptionv3.The networks that perform better in detecting the CGI compared to the contents generated by 

FakeApp, or through the other techniques. These results that indicates event though the networks were not trained to detect CGI 

specifically, the are still somewhat effective for detecting of CGI videos.  
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Luisa Verdoliva, Christian Riess, Justus Thies, Matthias Niebner [3] With reference to the recent works, it is now possible to 

seamlessly generate manipulated images or videos using real-time technologies like image morphing, Snap-chat, and Face2Face. 

Considering the types of manipulation that is source-to-target, Self-reenactment.  

Tong Che, Zoubin Grahahramani, Yoshua Bengio, Yangqiu Song [4] MetaGAN: It is defined as the adversarial Approach to few-

shot of learning which presents MetaGAN as a general and flexible framework for few-shot learning also proposes MetaGAN and 

generic frameworks to boost the performance of few-shot learning models. The few learning problems are considered to be as the 

MetaGAN and help in processing the simple and the general frameworks.  

Antreas Antoniou, Amos Strorkey, Harrison Edwards [5] DAGAN is identified as the (Data Augmentation Generative 

Adversarial Networks (DAGAN)) enables effective neural networks training even in low-data target domains. As the DAGAN is 

independent, it captures the cross-class transformations, moving data-points to other points of equivalent class. These three 

datasets used are The Omniglot Dataset, The EMNIST Dataset and the more complex VGG-Face Dataset. 

DAGAN and then evaluate its performance on low-data target domains using. Standard stochastic-gradient neural networks 

training, and Specific one-shot meta-learning methods. DAGAN helps in the performance on low-data target domains using. 

Standard stochastic-gradient neural networks training and Specific one-shot meta-learning methods.  

Nguyen Tran, Thanh-Toan Do, Ngai-Man Cheung [6] celeb-DF describes the dataset to deepfake detection methods. We have 

used the dataset as curated diverse which is manipulated videos and the deep neural network including CNNs, and with the 

representation of benchmarking and the evaluation of the deepfake methods. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Fake Face Detection Framework 

 

   The Fake Face Detection framework consists of: 

 

A. Face Detection: By taking an input image, the facial region is detected by a neural facial landmarks detection model that 

automatically localizes the facial components and facial contours such as eyes, mouth, and chin. Among those points, only 

51 points are used excluding 17 points from chin because facial manipulation is performed inside the inner facial region. 

B. Face Alignment and Extraction: The system aligns the face to appropriate the reference alignment because faces 

appearing in media are rarely frontal or unrotated. We apply the affine conversion on the image by finding the one-to-one 

mapping from the extracted landmark points to the reference alignment points. Through affine transformation, rotated or 

profile faces can be aligned according to the reference alignment, which helps to enhance the fake faces detection 

performance. Finally, the system crops the facial region from the images and feed it to facial authenticity classifier.  

C. Authenticity Classifier: This proposed face authenicity classifier combines of content feature extractor (CFE) and the 

trace feature extractor (TFE). A convolution is depicted of containing its detail in the two feature extractors. 

 

 
Figure 4. Face Authenticity Classifier Combines Content Feature Extractor 
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION 

Photoshop that are affected and utilized each day by experts, yet that doesn’t imply that simply introducing both is everything 

necessary to make photorealistic pictures and recordings. In like this manner, making reasonable face traded recording is hard. 

Like any imaginative undertaking, the conclusive outcome is a blend of ability, duly and right tools. The primary endeavor of 

deepfake creation was FakeApp, created by a Reddit client utilizing autoencoder-decoder blending structure. In that strategy, the 

autoencoder extricates inert highlights of face pictures and the decoder is utilized to remark the face pictures. To trade faces 

between sources pictures what’s more, target pictures, there is a necessity of two encoder-decoder sets where each pair is utilized 

to prepare on a picture set and the two system sets are shared through the encoder’s parameters. The FakeApp software uses the 

AI Framework, TensorFlow of Google, which in other things was at that point for the Deep Dream. There are additionally open-

source options in FakeApp program, as DeepFaceLab. Face Swap (right now facilitated on GitHub),and FakeApp (as of now 

facilitated on Bitbucket). Regardless of whichever the application we use to make a deepfake process involves in mainly three 

steps: Extraction, Training, Creation. 

Extraction: The deepfake comes from deep learning and deep learning requires large data sets. Thousands on different pictures 

are required for deepfake video. The extraction process is of extracting all frames, identifying the face and aligning them. The 

alignment is a critical process, the neural network is performed to swap, and all the face should have the same size. 

Training: Training is a specialized term acquired from machine learning. For this situation, it alludes to the procedure which 

permits a neural system to change over a face into another. Although it takes a few hours, the preparation stage should be done 

just a single time. When finished, it can change over a face from individual A to individual B. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Shows the Training of an Image from Face A to Face B 

Creation: When the training is finished, it is at last time to make a deepfake. Beginning from a video or an image, all casings are 

removed, and all appearances are adjusted. At that point, everyone is changed over-utilizing the prepared neural system. The last 

advance is to consolidate the change over the face once again into the first casing. While this seems like a simple errand, it is 

really where the most face-trade applications turn out badly. As already been told that autoencoders are helps to create a deepfake. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. A deep fake creation model using two encoder-decoder pairs. 
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The module of the creation of fake images is a GAN. The block diagram which helps us to characterize typical GAN network. A 

GAN network is defined as a generator and a discriminator. During this training period, data set X is considered which includes 

many real images x under a distribution of pdata.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) 

 

6.1 Convolutional Neural Network 

   It is the most representative model of deep learning techniques. Each layer of CNN is known as a feature map. The feature map 

of the input layer is a 3D matrix of pixel intensities for the different color channels (e.g., RGB). The feature map of any internal 

layer is an induced multi-channel image, whose ‘pixel’ have a specific feature. Every neuron relates to the small portion of the 

adjacent neurons form the previous layer (receptive field). Different types of transformations can be conducted on features map 

such as filtering and the pooling. Filtering is defined as the operation which involves in the convolutes a filter matrix (learned 

weights) with the values of a receptive fields of neurons and takes a nonlinear function (such as sigmoid, ReLU) to obtain final 

responses. Next will be the Pooling operations, which consist of max pooling, average pooling, L2-pooling and local contrast 

normalization, summaries the response of a receptive fields into one value to produce more robust feature descriptions. 

Considering the interleave between the convolution and the pooling, an initial feature hierarchy is constructed, which are 

identified to be as the fine-tuned in a supervised manner by adding several fully connected (FC) layers in visual tasks. The final 

layer with different activations functions is added to get a specific conditional probability for each output neuron. The whole 

system are optimized on an objective function (e.g., mean squared error or cross-entropy loss). The typical VGG16 has totally 13 

convolutional (conv) layers, fully connected layers, max- polling layers and a soft max classification layer.  The convolutional 

future maps are produced by convoluting 3*3 filter windows, and future map resolution are reduced with 2 strid max -pooling 

layer.  An arbitrary test image could be processed using a trained network.  Rescaling or cropping operations are involved if the 

operation is needed if different size is provided.  

 

  

 
 

Figure 8. Typical CNN Architecture. 
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Figure 9. Fully Connected Layer and Output Layer. 

 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Home Page 
 

Figure 10 shows that home page of this project. There are two buttons on this home page that is home and detect. To detect the 

fake faces, we need to click on the detect button we can identify whether the images are fake or real. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Detection Page 
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Figure 11 shows the detection page of this project. In this we have an upload button where we can upload the images and videos 

and it will identify fake or real and it will give how much the confidence is the image. 

 

 

 

                              

Figure 12. Input Images for Creation of Fake Image 

 

Figure 12 shows that we have to merge the two images to create the fake image. 

 

                              
 

Figure 13. Creation of Fake Image                                 Figure 14. Output of Fake Image          
 

 

                                     
 

Figure 15. Input of Real Image                                             Figure 16. Output of Real Image 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

Deepfakes are started to dissolve the trust of the individuals in the media substance as observing them is not at this point 

proportionate with putting in stock in them. They could make the pain and negative impacts those focused on, increase 

disinformation, and adore discourse, and even could animate political strain, excite general society, savagery, or war. This is 

particularly basic these days as the advancements for making the deepfakes are progressively agreeable furthermore, online 

networking stages can spread those phony substance rapidly. People who create deepfakes with a malicious purpose only need to 

deliver them to target audiences as part of their sabotage strategy without using social media. Recordings and photographs have 

been broadly utilized as confirmations in police examination and equity cases. We propose a well-trained system that can generate 

deepfakes using a one or more photographs which increases reliability of the personalization. The fake faces are mostly created 

for the fun, but abuse has been caused social unrest that maintains the individual privacy as well as social, political, and 

international security, it is imperative to develop the models that detect fake faces in the media. In the previous research can be 

divided into general-purpose image forensics and face image forensics. The former has been studied for the several decades and 

they focus on extracting images after the manipulation. which is inspired by object detection models to extract content features. 

The system is hybrid face forensics framework of convolutional neural network combining of the two forensics approaches that a 

general-purpose image forensics and face image forensics to manipulate detection performance. 

 

IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Further advances in deep neural network-based fake face detection will probably integrate advanced information and track feature 

extractors. This improved algorithm will be created for not only identifying surface level visual signals but also to investigate 

more into the picture and the detailed patterns left behind by various image editing techniques. These networks will provide a 

multi-dimensional method for identifying modified faces by combining content evaluation, which looks at contextual anomalies, 

with trace evaluation, which reveals minor distortions. 
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